This article examines the early nineteenth century connections between human, animal and plant by placing Erasmus Darwin's The Botanic Garden (1791) and The Temple of Nature (1803) in conversation with Anne Brontë's The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848). I argue that the Romantic versions of heredity described in Darwin's poetry tended to reinscribe traditional gender roles. Brontë's Tenant, on the other hand, revises earlier notions of heredity and motherhood via Helen Huntingdon, the wife of an alcoholic who tries to prevent her son from activating his genetic taint. By reconfiguring the supposedly natural connections between patriarchal inheritance of the land on the one hand and biological traits on the other, and by reclaiming and reinscribing popular metaphors of breeding, Anne Brontë's female protagonist creates and attempts to implement a maternalist version of heredity while remaining entrenched within the nineteenthcentury cult of motherhood. Whereas the Romantic and romanticized poetry of Erasmus Darwin and his contemporaries' approach to natural history bestowed human characteristics on plants in order to make their reproduction more comprehensible, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall does the opposite. Without a satisfactory framework in place to express the anxieties surrounding human heredity, Brontë turns the tables on the metaphor and applies the language of breeding and agriculture to a human child. In doing so, she creates an alternate version of heredity based on maternal strength and power rather than one predicated upon patriarchal structures of kinship and economic inheritance.
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In the first half of the nineteenth century, nature and nurture were far more fluid than we usually imagine. Even as biological and environmental influences could and often were separated clearly, the line dividing the two was often blurry enough to indicate that the rigidity of the separation between gene and environment was a construct that would only begin to crystallize later in the century, and perhaps only take full root in the following one. 1 The Romantic conversation about heredity developed along the axis of education and "nurture," a term that has become shorthand in today's parlance for anything which shapes the individual's development into personhood externally, from outside the body. I want to shift this definition slightly by placing "nurture" in its early nineteenth-century context. The OED says that nurture is "The bringing up, rearing, or training of a person or animal, esp. a child; tutelage; care" or "the fact of having been brought up in a particular social environment (in later use esp. as a factor influencing or determining personality, as opposed to a person's innate characteristics)" (OED). Nurture has always been used to describe a process of "breeding:" to rear or educate, to "foster" or "cultivate." For its part, "cultivation" is only used in the sense of education figuratively; its literal meaning relates to the "the production or raising of a 'crop' of any kind" or to the medium in which that plant or animal species is actually raised (OED). Cultivation, like nurture, always refers on some level to human effort as applied to, say, a field of crops or a herd of cattle.
However, in many of these cases, this human labor is the process of breeding or of domestication over many generations of a single species or subspecies. To cultivate one's mind is a metaphor of maturation over a single lifetime; to cultivate a plant, or a variety of a plant, is to breed it, to monitor and interfere with the genetic processes that literally shape the internal and external characteristics of that species.
Jenny Davidson's excellent recent work Breeding: A Partial History of the Eighteenth
Century (2008) situates this process earlier. Davidson staunchly claims that "In general, it has to be said that the eighteenth century was a period of belief in environmental culture. Heredityheredity as a concept -really came into its own during the nineteenth century, and even the terminology available to eighteenth-century writers made it difficult to be precise about hereditary elements […]" (93) . Though the ideas of "prophets of the hereditary" poke through the mist here and there, she says, this is a misreading of the general trend in period thinking;
these ideas "sometimes hold more interest for modern readers than they did for contemporaries" (88). Nonetheless, the claim that nurture always trumps nature before the turn of the century may be something of an exaggeration, according to the detailed work of Harriet Ritvo and Nicholas
Russell on pedigree practices in contemporary agriculture. My reading suggests that there is was simply a process of unfolding and/or expansion. As Buffon noted, this theory assumes an infinite progression all the way back through history -since an embryo would also have to contain any future children it might bear -and wouldn't allow for the possibility of change or improvement of the human race (Vol II, 26). Rather, Buffon argued, living matter contains tiny organic particles which are never fully destroyed. Epigenesists, on the other hand, believed that as the embryo developed during its gestation, it passed through stages resembling the less complicated species on the chain of being to achieve, in the end, the more technically complicated status of the human. A heritable system with contributions from both parents could not be logically possible without the basis of epigenetic thought. Outside the physiological logic of resemblance, many theorists found that environmental factors still had a role to play in theories of embryonic development. The fetus in embryo was thought to be susceptible to any number of influences during gestation, including the emotions or sensations of the mother. Later on in the century, Lamarck's theory of the heredity of acquired characteristics added a decisive shift in thinking about identity and genetics in that it suggested the possibility of heritable changes outside the womb, once the embryo had become a person at any stage of growth or development:
for Lamarck, habit sometimes but not always resulted in changes to the offspring of the individual.
Beyond these conversations about the embryo and fertilization, it was far more typical for naturalists in turn of the century Europe to think about heredity in terms of plants and animals rather than in terms of the human, in no small part because so much more was known about systems of breeding. 6 Like Gilbert Markham's, the livelihood of a nation of farmers depended upon a more or less accurate way to predict traits produced by crossing varieties of stock or crops. As Nicholas Russell notes, "This confusion between the inherited and the environmentally contributed worth of an animal has always made breeding a tricky procedure" (11) . Russell argues that breeders downplayed the role of heredity in favor of environment, which was both more easily controlled and easier to predict. That there was a hereditary factor in breeding, however, and that farmers recognized the importance of this factor, is undeniable, as the abundance of siring charts popular among breeders of cattle, sheep and horses demonstrates.
Whereas the sexual processes of animal reproduction were far more akin to those of humans, it was more difficult to "see" the direct hereditary line of a particular plant -hence the highly romanticized and fanciful descriptions of plant reproduction described by naturalists like Darwin.
The aptly-titled realm of husbandry all too often removed the realm of reproduction from a gender-balanced world to one ordered and controlled by men. Farmers like Brontë's Markham depended on reliable mechanisms of breeding for their economic well-being -but they also relied on women's bodies and their possibilities for sexual reproduction for their emotional well-being.
An easy correlation between internal makeup and external traits meant that men need not rely on a woman's word to determine paternity, but that easy correlation proved all too elusive for scientists and farmers alike. What Russell and Davidson both fail to recognize is that breeding […Darwin] affects to disclose, with all the confidence of an observer, an imaginary order and progress of things" (492). 8 To paint fanciful pictures of flowers as upper-class ladies is one thing -but to claim factual connections outside the realm of metaphor between asexual creatures and humans is distinctly more uncomfortable.
Like his contemporaries, Darwin relied extensively on metaphors about and descriptions of the birth process and embryology to describe the birth of the world. Plants, as Darwin never seems to tire of reminding his readers, pattern the known world; they also give birth, feed and clothe their young -and, in an earlier work, we learn that plants even have ideas. 9 Though he imagines the plant world as a highly sexual one charged with the gendered and suggestive language of pregnancy ("vaulted womb") and sensuality ("sweet juices," "downy hair"), the reality, particularly in this first half of the poem, is far more gruesome than that of the visions of courtly dancing couples in the poem's second half, and more akin to the "eat or be eaten!" version of nature Darwin had described in Phytologia. 10 Our understanding of nature relies on our ability to read ourselves -our habits, our bodies, our predispositions -onto it, but this also means that the human is perhaps too close for comfort to the animality and prodigality of the natural condition. In his most mature work, Darwin claims that what really separates humans from our animal and botanical cousins is, so to speak, our roots: a biological, not analogical, connection.
In The Botanic Garden, Darwin imagines the embryological development -of plants, at least -to be preformationist rather than epigenetic.
Lo! On each SEED within its slender rind
Life's golden threads in endless circles wind;
Maze within maze the lucid webs are roll'd, And, as they burst, the living flame unfold. Seeds contain the webs of "life's golden threads," the filaments that connect matter with matter but also generation with generation. A later footnote on "Vegetable Impregnation," however, seems to contradict this in favor of a view more traditionally associated with epigenesis. Citing a Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net #62 (October 2012) http://ravonjournal.org study by Spalanzani on the properties of semen in dogs and frogs, Darwin notes that both parents contribute matter to the embryo -making pure preformationism logically impossible: "A conjunction however of both the male and female influence seems necessary for the purpose of reproduction throughout all organized nature," both plants and animals (footnote XXXVIII).
Whereas Buffon had imagined the "organic particles" of male and female seminal fluids uniting with the most plentiful particle to determine the sex of the offspring, Darwin theorized that each parent had a particular role to play in the process of reproduction: from the male, the "speck of animation" in the egg or the "heart" of the seed, and from the female, the "nidus" or "nest for reception," and the "nutritive material" from the womb (Phytologia 19 In following with this later, anti-preformationist logic, Canto II of The Temple of Nature compares the processes of sexual and asexual reproduction, enabling him to continue the logic of active masculine influences and downplaying the biological role of women in favor of "nurture".
Asexuality logically precedes sexual relationships on the chain of being, he says, connecting the process specifically to the sexualized plant beings of The Loves of the Plants: once "the living Ens" or essences of pure being reproduce, the "sires" produce "sons" and both are "unknown to sex" (II.64-5). The process of embryonic development Darwin describes here once again looks epigenesist:
New buds and bulbs the living fibre shoots
On lengthening branches, and protruding roots; offspring is so instinctual and so rooted in the body that it actually gives the mother a necessary pleasure that is irreplaceable.
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Without the mother's protection, without the nurture of her womb and bosom, the organism -and indeed, the entire species -is left vulnerable to degeneration: without her,
Darwin writes,
The clime unkind, or noxious food instills
To embryon nerves hereditary ills;
The feeble births acquired diseases chase, Till Death extinguish the degenerate race. (II.163-6).
Mixing and variation is the key to a healthy species; sexual reproduction is essential to this healthy variation. Since asexual reproduction offers only a straight transmission from father to son, the dangers of "a waning lineage, verging to decay" are just as prominent: . In other words, the body takes control of the mind even as it becomes weaker and weaker. When parents abuse a particular substance, their organs and organ systems are weakened; they pass along these weakened systems to their children, in Lamarckian fashion, who are thus more prone to those diseases: "A tendency to these diseases is certainly hereditary, though perhaps not the diseases themselves; thus a less quantity of ale, cider, wine, or spirit, will induce the gout and dropsy in those constitutions, whose parents have been intemperate in the use of those liquors" (45). To improve the quality of the offspring for plants or animals -though we might suspect Darwin of mentally adding humans to the list, given the conclusion to the note -it is best to choose two individuals of high quality who are highly unlike each other. As for human families, he says, "it is often hazardous to marry an heiress, as she is not unfrequently the last of a diseased family" (45)! For Erasmus Darwin and his contemporaries, there was surprisingly little dispute over the hereditary nature of disease and particularly of alcoholism. It is worth emphasizing that which Darwin takes for granted before moving on to a reading of Brontë's novel: in this discourse, alcoholism is a male disease, both socially and biologically. Because he aligns it with the "unhealthy" father-son (male-male) line of pure descent, the only logical way to prevent alcoholism in Darwin's biological economy is the introduction of a female, who provides both biological diversity and the "nidus," the nurturing presence that prevents the disease and others like it from taking control. The next section demonstrates how this female presence becomes both a burden and a source of power for women trapped into aristocratic marriages. Ultimately, I
Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net #62 (October 2012) http://ravonjournal.org will argue, in spite of the novel's bleakness, Tenant presents an alternative to the determinism of hereditary degeneration, one predicated on a woman's tenuous power of nurture.
II. Tenantry and Maternalism in Wildfell Hall
In her Preface to the second edition of Wildfell Hall (1848), Anne Brontë writes (as Acton Bell) that her aim is not art but truth. Brontë positions herself as a naturalist, recalling her pastime of copying drawings in the margins of her father's texts on natural history. Agnes Grey, she says, "was accused of extravagant over-colouring in those very parts that were carefully copied from the life, with a most scrupulous avoidance of all exaggeration" (3), but both works are those of an empiricist, one who observes and copies from nature. This second novel tells the story of Helen Huntingdon, who flees her abusive and alcoholic husband with her son Arthur.
Her flight is less about protecting Arthur from physical abuse levied on him than it is about protecting him from the influence of his father, based on a firm belief that her son has inherited a tendency to his father's weaknesses -a tendency which may yet be avoided if he spends his time in the right environment. Meanwhile, as a "widow" who arrives suddenly and shuns all company, she excites the curiosity of her neighbors and the extreme, passionate and occasionally disturbing admiration of farmer Gilbert Markham, who pursues her as relentlessly as her stillliving husband. Wildfell Hall has received significantly less critical attention than contemporary novels by Emily and Charlotte Brontë; those who have written about the novel have focused mainly on its peculiar narrative strategies and the legal status of motherhood in mid-century Britain. 15 However, Brontë's use of agricultural metaphors reveals a rich engagement with the tradition of natural history and a keen interest in investigating the questionable impact of heredity.
Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net #62 (October 2012) http://ravonjournal.org
Helen's first strategy in fighting the effects of Arthur Huntingdon's hereditary degeneracy upon their son is to limit young Arthur's exposure to his father's potentially detrimental influence -and, indeed, any other possible influence as well. She owes her own moral standing to her upbringing, she notes: "Thanks to you, aunt, I have been well brought up, and had good examples always before me, which he, most likely, has not" (140). Not only has Arthur's family failed to provide the genetic ground for well-adjusted offspring (though, we find out in a side note, Helen's own father also died of alcoholism), they have also allowed him to wallow in an unsavory environment: as Helen's aunt tells her before marriage, he is "banded with a set of loose, profligate young men, whom he calls his friends -his jolly companions, and whose chief delight is to wallow in vice, and vie with each other who can run fastest and farthest down the headlong road, to the place prepared for the devil and his angels" (142). Nor will simply changing his environment at this point in his life effect a positive behavioral shift; it is only during the formative years of youth, and the genetically formative years of one's historical predecessors, that this kind of change can occur. Helen takes this lesson of a wife's inability to educate her husband to heart by applying it with a vengeance to her son, whose every move she keeps herself abreast of. Much to the dismay of Gilbert and her other neighbors, Helen keeps
Arthur near her at all times, refusing even to leave him alone with her servant. That a mother should keep her son from male society and from the masculine pursuits of social drinking scandalizes the Markhams, who declare that she is "treat[ing] him like a girl," "spoil[ing] his spirit]" and "mak[ing] a mere Miss Nancy of him" (29). The local reverend agrees, noting that Arthur should be sent to school -both to learn to socialize with his male peers, and to learn independence from his mother: in other words, to learn to be masculine without a father's influence. "If you would have your son to walk honourably through the world," Gilbert tells her, Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net #62 (October 2012) http://ravonjournal.org "you must not attempt to clear the stones from his path, but teach him to walk firmly over themnot insist upon leading him by the hand, but let him learn to go alone" (28).
The villagers echo the abusive critiques of Arthur Huntingdon, Sr., who brings a mistress posing as governess into the house before Helen has fled with her son. He justifies his new choice to Helen by telling her that "I was not fit to teach children, or to be with them: I had already reduced the boy to little better than an automaton, I had broken his fine spirit with my rigid severity; and I should freeze all the sunshine out of his heart, and make him as gloomy an ascetic as myself, if I had the handling of him much longer" (366). For Arthur Sr., childrearing shares its key impulse with horse-rearing; the key is to tame the horse without breaking its spirit or reducing its wildness. To allow a horse to run too wild, he claims, is simply recklessness, akin to the masculine pursuits of drinking and gambling run wild. Similarly, Helen writes that Huntingdon and his friends "delighted to encourage" Arthur "in all the embryo vices a little child can show, and to instruct in all the evil habits he could acquire -in a word, to 'make a man of him' was one of their staple amusements" (335). The raw material for vice is already present in "embryo" form, but the question of how to "make a man" of her son without making him like the man that is his father is Helen's chief concern. The profligate Hattersley, upon his reform, learns to "avoid the temptations of the town" and choose instead "the usual pursuits of a hearty, active country gentleman; his occupations being those of farming, and breeding horses and cattle, diversified with a little hunting and shooting" when not surrounded by "his fine family of stalwart sons and blooming daughters," whose health is echoed in "his noble breed of horses" for which he is renowned throughout the country (440-1). By learning to breed -on the farm, through husbandry, and in his own healthy family -Hattersley becomes a true model of masculinity, of gentlemanliness, rather than a man like Huntingdon (and his horses) run wild.
Helen's reframes the breeding metaphor, focusing not on the masculinized world of horse-taming but on the more gender-neutral realm of gardening. Upon meeting the impertinent Fergus Markham, who asks why she should choose a place such as Wildfell Hall, Helen defends her choice by claiming the garden as a main attraction of the property and listing the "improvement" she has already made by planting vegetables and flowers "already in bloom"
(57). Fergus almost immediately adopts her metaphor himself but attempts to assert his own dominance by referring to himself and his neighbors as "the indigenous plants of the soil" and inquiring after her "birth, extraction, and previous residence" (58). He thus questions her genealogy but also accuses her, via the gardening metaphor, of being "foreign;" though Darwin's accounts of the potential ravages committed by mixing of domestic and foreign species had not yet been published, other works certainly pointed toward dangerous consequences of dropping one's guard against carefully controlled breeding and seeding practices. 16 Gilbert himself takes up the metaphor in referring to himself as helpless victim of a manipulative/monstrous shegardener, noting that Helen took "pleasure in mortifying my vanity and crushing my presumption -relentlessly nipping off bud by bud as they ventured to appear" (67). As gardener, Helen would allow no form of reproduction; as woman, she metaphorically castrates him. His response is to "invade the sanctum" of her home at the first possible moment -by bringing gifts for her son and a plant for Helen (68). For Gilbert, who vacillates between an energetic, even vicious willingness to take action at the first sign something might be wrong (for example, his attack on Lawrence) and a disturbing refusal of his own agency (i.e, the moment when he assigns half the blame for his murderous attack on Lawrence to the construction of the whip), presenting Helen with a plant is both a way of asserting his own sense of belonging in her garden or her sanctum, and a way to push the blame for his failures onto her own poor skills as manager/gardener. is (morally) "wrong"; the vicar replies that it is "criminal" and "despising the gifts of Providence, and teaching him to trample them under his feet" (38). His unintentional punning on the winemaking process is interrupted by Frederick Lawrence, who we later discover is Helen's brother (and therefore also the son of an alcoholic) and who again identifies the role of heredity:
"when a child may be naturally prone to intemperance -by the fault of its parents or ancestors, for instance," he says, "some precautions are advisable" (38). Maternal training can reduce the likelihood of alcoholism later in life, delivering young Arthur from "secret curiosity" and "hankering desire" by the inculcation of strong habits -both mental (lack of desire to drink) and bodily (physiological aversion to drink). Gilbert chooses a metaphor of domestication to describe Helen's parenting tactics; rather than allowing her child to grow up unfettered by restraints, she is "a woman liable to take strong prejudices, I should fancy, and stick to them through thick and thin, twisting everything into conformity with her own preconceived opinions -too hard, too sharp, too bitter for my taste" (39). Like a farmer -like Gilbert, in fact -Helen takes control of the conditions of growth and nurture, trespassing into the more active and masculine realm of rigid oversight, rather than her assigned role of fertile and suberabundant nurturer.
Helen's responses to these critiques of her parenting tactics reveal as much about her views of biology and gender as they do about education. If the mother's role in protecting her son from "contamination" is her response to Huntingdon's dominance over his son, her framing of education as a metaphor of plant breeding actually helps to quash Gilbert's influence over Arthur. At the start of the scene in which Helen explains her philosophy of parenting, Gilbert sits aloof from the rest of the company and pretends to read the Farmer's Magazine; with encouragement from Gilbert, Arthur approaches the dog and eventually sits on Gilbert's lap, "surveying with eager interest the various specimens of horses, cattle, pigs, and model farms" in the magazine. This is the first of many times when Gilbert uses Arthur to gain Helen's attention, but Arthur's exposure to the implements of farming is significant in that it foreshadows the metaphorical thrust of Gilbert's and Helen's disagreement over education and child-rearing.
Indeed, Gilbert's argument against Helen's supposed spoiling of her son is that "if you were to rear an oak sapling in a hothouse, tending it carefully night and day, and shielding it from every breath of wind, you could not expect it to become a hardy tree, like that which has grown up on the mountain-side" (30). Domestication, or rather human interference in the natural cycles of growth and death, weakens not only the individual but the species as well. As a farmer, Gilbert would have been all too aware of contemporary conversations about the most effective methods of breeding cows, sheep, and crops, though his earlier hesitance to fully embrace his legacy as a farmer (and thus renounce his 'ambitions' -ultimately realized by marrying above his station)
helps to undermine his logic before Helen says a word.
For her part, Helen is quick to point out that the language of "wildness" and "domestication" is highly gendered: if her son had been a daughter, she says, "you would have her to be tenderly and delicately nurtured, like a hot-house plant -taught to cling to others for direction and support" (30). The "trite simile" Gilbert uses implies that exposure to vice will instantly ruin a woman but strengthen a man: experience of vice to a boy "will be like the storm to the oak, which, though it may scatter the leaves, and snap the smaller branches, serves but to rivet the roots, and to harden and condence the fibres of the tree" (31). A mother's role is to protect and nurture her children -in other words, to metaphorically step into the role of the farmer who carefully oversees the breeding of his crops. As she puts it later, "I exerted all my powers to eradicate the weeds that had been fostered in his infant mind, and sow again the good seed they had rendered unproductive. Thank Heaven, it is not a barren or a stony soil; if weeds spring fast there, so do better plants" (354) . Brontë suggests that the physical and mental differences in gender are at least partly due to the differences in how we educate boys and girls;
were our education system to change, women's bodies might no longer be quite so delicate as the hothouse flower that dominated Victorian angelology. And though a child might inherit biological traits from its mother or its father, highly gendered cultural and social systems help to "activate" one set of traits or "seeds" over another.
III. Conclusions: The Meanings of Motherhood
Ultimately, for both Darwin and Brontë, successful inheritance and breeding -that is to 
